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Seismic Predictions

A Complete Picture of the Subsurface

dGB’s software provides a highly accurate and detailed picture of the 

subsurface. From the 3D distribution of lithologies and rock proper-

ties to the integration of geology, logs, and seismic data dGB provi-

des the very best in seismic predictions. 

Understanding the geology is key to building effective reservoir mo-

dels and drilling successful wells today. The accurate prediction of 

rock properties and fluid fill in the subsurface is central to seismic 

interpretation.

A History Rooted in Quantitative Interpretation

dGB Earth Sciences is rooted in Quantitative Interpretation (QI).  

In fact, back in 1995 we started out as a QI specialist company  

introducing modern workflows which give a better prediction. Pre-

dicting these quantities from 3D seismic data with control points 

at well locations is the current industry standard. At dGB we take 

reservoir prediction a step further by looking beyond the numbers 

and use geological models to improve our prediction. Also, with the 

use of neural networks, we avoid using oversimplified linear models 

which can not accurately describe most rock property relations. 

In standard workflows the low-frequency model is considered the 

weakest link. Therefore, in our newest workflows dGB includes the 

use of stratigraphic information (HorizonCube) to generate highly 

accurate low frequency models.  The HitCube is a new genera-

tion stochastic inversion that totally eliminates the need for a low  

frequency model.
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To generate a complete and accurate picture of your subsurface and for the very 
best in quantative interpretation, contact dGB Earth Sciences at info@dgbes.com

Head office:
Nijverheidstraat 11-2
7511 JM Enschede
The Netherlands

Phone: +31 53 4315155
Fax: +31 53 4315104
E-mail: info@dgbes.com

dGB has offices in: Houston - USA, Mumbai - India and Rio de Janeiro - Brazil.

Understanding geology is the key to drilling successful wells. This means that one needs to gain understanding in 
the 3D distribution of lithologies, rock properties and fluid fill in the subsurface. Predicting these distributions from 
3D seismic data with control points at well locations is the current industry standard. At dGB we take reservoir 
prediction a step further by looking beyond the numbers and use geological models (pseudo-wells) to improve 
our predictions. Also, with the use of neural networks, we avoid using oversimplified linear models which can not 
accurately describe most rock property relations. 

Seismic Predictions

Well modeling services:

- Log-log predictions

- Lithology clustering

-  Pattern analysis (Markov chain)

-  Sensitivity modeling

-  Stochastic pseudo-well modeling

-  AVO analysis, rock physics

Inversion services:

-  HitCube

-  AI and EI deterministic inversion

-  Coloured inversion

-  Stochastic inversion

-  Clustered/classified seismic

-  Rock properties predictions

-  Pore-pressure predictions

Other quantitative services:

-   Full 3D calibration to well data  

(amplitude and depth mapping)

-   4D time-lapse studies  

(monitoring of saturation changes)

Deterministic and Stochastic Inversion

The image above displays the porosity prediction from Acoustic Impedance. The learning 

set is constructed from examples extracted along the well tracks. Random line from the 

porosity volume through the wells. Porosity logs are shown in yellow.

The OpendTect Geophysics 

Inversion & Rock Properties 

Package includes:

Dip Steering, HorizonCube, 

Deterministic Inversion, 

Stochastic Inversion, Seismic 

Coloured Inversion, Seismic 

Spectral Blueing, Seismic 

Net Pay, SynthRock, Neural 

Networks, CLAS Lite, PDF-3D, 

Workstation Access


